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Abstract—The Privacy by Design concept proposes to integrate
the respect of user privacy into systems managing user data from
the design stage. This concept has increased in popularity and
the European Union (EU) is enforcing it with a Data Protection
Directive. Mobile applications have emerged onto the market
and the current law and future directive is applicable to all
mobile applications designed for EU users. By now it has been
shown that mobile applications do not suit the Privacy by Design
concept and lack for transparency, consent and security. The
actual permission systems is judged as unclear for users. In this
paper, we introduce a novel permission model suitable for mobile
application that respects Privacy by Design. We show that such
adapted permission system can improve the transparency and
consent but also the security of mobile applications. Finally,
we propose an example of the use of our system on mobile
application.

Keywords–permission, permission system, mobile, privacy by
design, privacy, transparency, control, Android, iOS, application,
development, software design, pattern, mobility, design, modelling,
trust

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices gain in popularity. Thousands of services
and applications are proposed on mobile markets and down-
loaded every day. Smart devices have a high data flow pro-
cessing and storing large amounts of data including private
and sensitive data. Most applications propose personalized
services but simultaneously collect user data even without
the user’s awareness or consent. More and more users feel
concerned about their privacy and care about services they
use. The TRUSTe survey conducted in February 2011 shows
that smartphone users are concerned about privacy even more
than about the security (the second in the survey results) [1].

Nowadays, people realize the lack of privacy especially
while using new technological devices where information is
massively collected, used and stored (Big Data notion). The
privacy regulation aiming to control personal data use is set
up in many countries. European Union privacy regulation
includes the European Data Protection Directive (Directive
95/46/EC) and the ePrivacy Directive. United States regulation
includes Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)
and The California Online Privacy Protection Act of 2003
(OPPA). Canada is under the Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) concerning privacy.

The Privacy by Design (PbD) notion proposes to integrate
privacy from the system design stage [2] to build privacy-
respecting systems. PbD proves systems can embed privacy
without sacrificing either security or functionality. Some PbD

concepts are already included in European data legislation;
the notion is considered to be enforced in European Data
Protection Regulation, therefore systems made with PbD are
compliant with the law. An application made with PbD notion
is not only a benefit for users, along with the opportunity to
provide a truly personalized service, but also a legal obligation
for developers.

The PbD concept was firstly presented by Dr. Ann
Cavoukian. She proposes seven key principles of PbD enabling
the development of privacy-respective systems. The system
should be proactive, not reactive, embed privacy feature from
the design, integrate Privacy by Default, respect user privacy,
data usage should be transparent to the end user and the
user should have access to the mechanism of control of his
data. Full functionality and the end-to-end security should be
preserved without any sacrifice. [2]

Mobile privacy was discussed in ’Opinion 02/2013 on apps
on smart devices’ by the Article 29 Data Protection Working
Party [3], where the opinion on mobile privacy and some
general recommendations were given. The article states that
both the Data Protection Directive and the ePrivacy Directive
are applicable to mobile systems and to all applications made
for EU users. Data Protection Regulation is also applicable
to mobile systems. The article defines four main problems of
mobile privacy: lack of transparency, lack of consent, poor
security and disregard for purpose limitation.

Many reports propose recommendations about mobile pri-
vacy improvement repeating basic privacy notions (e.g., data
minimization, clear notices) but the exact patterns or a techni-
cal solutions are missing [4].

The permission system is embedded in the mobile systems
and is a crucial part of mobile security and privacy. Nowadays,
permission systems do not follow Privacy by Design notions.
Many works are concentrated on analysing and modelling
the actual permission systems [5][6][7], on improving actual
permission systems to give more control to the user [8][9][10]
or to add additional transfer permissions [11], on visual rep-
resentation of permissions [12], on user perceptions of current
permission systems [13][14][15], on the data flow analyses
(possible data leakage detection) and the actual permissions en-
forcement and verifications [16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23].
To our knowledge no work has been conducted on redefining
the permission system to fit the Privacy by Design notion.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes current permission systems of iOS and Android
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and points out problems regarding Privacy by Design. Sec-
tion 3 introduces our proposal: the pattern of the privacy-
respecting permission system. We show that it can cope with
the transparency, consent and purpose disregard problems and
also improve the security. Section 4 shows the application of
our novel permission system to the real mobile application.
The paper ends with a conclusion and future works.

II. EXISTING MOBILE PERMISSION SYSTEMS

In this section, we present current iOS and Android per-
mission systems and evaluate those systems regarding the PbD
notion. We take into account the full functionality allowed by
the permission system, privacy by default, transparency and
the control notions.

• Full functionality: possibility to use all functionalities
available on the platform.

• Privacy by Default: the default configurations of the
system are privacy protective.

• Transparency: user should clearly understand what
data is used, how and for what purpose.

• Control: user should have a full control over his
personal data usage.

We consider the privacy policy to be very important for the
proactive and transparent system therefore we present the state
of application privacy policy in both systems.

A. Permissions

iOS and Android have different strategies concerning the
access to the device data. The iOS platform gives to non-
native applications access only to the functionalities listed in
privacy settings: location services, contacts, calendar, reminder,
photos, microphone and Bluetooth (sensitive data, such as SMS
and e-mails are not shared at all). Recently, the connection to
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and Vimeo was added to the platform
(iOS7). Full functionality is given up for privacy reasons as
applications cannot use the full power of the platform but only
a limited number of functionalities.

An iOS application should have permission to access
information listed above. By default, the installed application
has no permission granted. The application displays a pop-
up explaining what sensitive data it needs before to access
it. The user can accept or decline permission. If permission
is declined, the corresponding action is not executed. If the
permission is accepted, the application obtains access to the
corresponding data. The user is asked to grant permission only
once, but he/she can activate or deactivate such permission
for each application in privacy settings integrated by default
into the iOS. Thereby iOS maintains transparency, control and
privacy by default.

The Android system remains on the sharing principle.
Full functionality is preserved: applications have access to all
native applications’ data and can expose the data themselves.
Applications need permission to access the data, but differently
from iOS, users should accept the full list of permissions
before installing an application. While all permissions are
granted, an application has full access to the related data. Some
Android permissions tagged as ’dangerous’ can be prompted

TABLE I
ANDROID AND IOS PERMISSION SYSTEMS COMPARISON

Full Func-
tionality

Default
Settings

Transpa-
rency Control

Android + - - -
iOS - + -/+ +

to the user every time the data is going to be accessed, but it
is rarely the case. Users see the list of dangerous permissions
on the screen before installing the application.

Android proposes more than 100 default permissions and
developers can add supplementary permissions. Multiple works
show that users do not understand many of default permissions
and fail to judge the application privacy and security correctly
using the full permission list [13][15]. Permissions do not
clearly show what data is used for and how. Moreover, some
other studies show the abusive usage of android permissions
by developers [24].

Some users do not check the Android permission list
because they need a service and they know that all permis-
sions should be accepted to obtain it. Android permission
list looks like a license agreement on a desktop application
that everybody accepts but very few actually read [25]. An
Android user does not have any control over permissions once
the application is installed: permissions cannot be revoked.
Android does not include an iOS-like system permission
manager (privacy settings) by default, therefore the user has
to activate or deactivate the entire functionality to disable
the access to related data (e.g., Wi-Fi or 3G for Internet
connection; GPS for geolocation) or to use additional privacy
enhancing applications.

Both iOS and Android default permission systems mostly
inform about data access, but not about any other action that
can be completed with the data. For example, no permission
is needed to transfer the data. Android and iOS include
permissions for functionalities that can be related to personal
data transfer, such as Bluetooth and Internet. Permissions can
be harmless to users, but there is no indication of whether
personal data is involved in a transaction. This decreases the
transparency of both platforms.

Android and iOS permissions do not include purpose ex-
planation. An iOS application helps to understand the purpose
by asking permission while in use, but if an application has
a granted permission once for one functionality it could use
it again for a different purpose without informing the user.
Android users can only guess what permission is used for and
whether the use is legitimate.

Table I shows the system differences regarding four main
privacy notions: full functionality, transparency, control and
privacy by default. One can see that the current Android
permission system is missing in transparency, control and
default privacy; iOS sacrifices the functionality and also lack
of transparency. Permissions are often functionality-related and
users fail to understand and to judge them. Personal data usage
is unclear and the purpose is missing.

B. Privacy Policy

Users should choose applications they can trust. Apple
ensures that applications available on the market are potentially
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harmless, although Android users should judge the application
for themselves with the help of information available on
the market. The AppStore and Google Play provide similar
information: name, description, screenshots, rating and user
reviews.

The transparency and the proactivity of the system can be
improved by including the privacy policy in the store. A user
can be informed about the information collected and stored
before he downloads the application. Without any privacy pol-
icy, the user can hardly evaluate the security and privacy of the
application, only the functionality and stability of the system.
In their feedback, users often evaluate the functionalities and
user interfaces and report bugs, but they rarely indicate privacy
and security problems.

iOS does not require developers to include the privacy
policy in the application but only in applications directed at
children younger than 13 years old. Apple encourages the use
of privacy policy in the App Store Review Guidelines and iOS
Developer Program License Agreement. Apple specify that
developers should insure the application is compliant with all
laws of the country the application is distributed in. On viewing
the App Store Review Guidelines one can see that all Privacy
by Design fundamental principles and data violation possibil-
ities are covered by Apple verification. However, the exact
evaluation process used by Apple remains secret and some
privacy-intrusive applications may appear in the store. Until
recently, Apple authorized the use of device identification.
This identification number was not considered private. Many
applications used this number to uniquely identify their users
therefore many applications were considered privacy intrusive
[26].

Google Play Terms of Service do not require any pri-
vacy policy to be added to the Android applications. Google
provides an option to include the privacy policy but does
not verify or enforce it. Google Developers Documentation
provides recommendations and warns that the developer has a
responsibility to ensure the application is compliant with the
laws of the countries in which the application is distributed.

Some developers include license agreement and privacy
policy. According to [27] only 48% of the top 25 Android paid
applications, 76% of the top 25 Android free applications, 64%
of iOS paid applications and 84% of iOS free applications have
included the privacy policy. Android includes the permission
list in the store and this can be considered a privacy policy,
but, as previously discussed, the list is unclear to the final user.

III. PRIVACY RESPECTING PERMISSION SYSTEM

Mobile phones have significant data flow: information can
be received, stored, accessed and sent by the application. Data
can be entered by the user, retrieved from the system sensors
or applications, come from another mobile application, arrive
from the server or from other devices. Data can be shared on
the phone with another application, with the server or another
device.

We propose to focus permissions on data and the action that
can be carried out on this data, rather than on the technology
used. The definition of purpose of the data usage is included
in our permission system.

Privacy Policy should be short and clear. Users should have
a global vision of the data usage and functionalities before
they install an application. Users rarely read long involved
policies, especially when they want a service and feel they
have no choice but to accept all permissions. Our permission
system enables a simple policy to be generated with a list of
permissions.

A. Privacy by Design Permission System

The permission system is integrated into the mobile op-
erating system; well designed, it makes a proactive privacy-
respecting tool embedded into the system.

We model our permission system with an access control
model. We choose discretionary access control where only data
owner can grant access. The user should be able to control the
data, therefore we consider the user is a unique owner of all
information related to him.

Rapp is a set of rules assigned to the application. We define
a rule as an assignment of the Right over an Object to the
Subject.

∀rule ∈ Rapp, rule = (s, r, o) (1)
where s ∈ Subject, r ∈ Right, o ∈ Object
We define the mobile application as a Subject. Objects

are the user-related data, such as e-mail, contact list, name and
surname, phone number, address, social networks friend list,
etc.

Subject = MobileApplication (2)

Object = {Phone#, Name, Contacts, · · · } (3)

To define Right we have to introduce Acation and
Ppurpose.

We define a set of actions denoted Action as all actions
can be carried out on user private data by the application: load,
access, process, store and transfer of the data. We define the
Action as follows:

Action = {Load,Access, Process, Store, Transfer} (4)
Purpose is assigned by the application and depends on

the service. For example, purpose could be ’retrieve forgotten
password’, ’display on the screen’, ’calculate the trust score’,
’send news’, ’automatically retrieve nearest restaurant’ and
’automatically attach location to the message’.

Purpose = {Retrieve forgotten password, · · · } (5)

We define the set of rights denoted Right for all actions
except the Store action as follows.

∀r ∈ Right, ∀a ∈ Action− {Store} , r = (a, p) (6)
where p ∈ Purpose.
We define the set of rights denoted Right with the action

equal to Store having an additional parameter T ime inform-
ing about the time storage. We define the period [0, T ] as an
application lifetime.

∀r ∈ Right, if a = {Store} , r = (a, p, t) (7)

where p ∈ Purpose, a ∈ Action, t ∈ [0, T ]
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Figure 1. Example of state modification diagram for a given permission

The time storage can indicate the number of days, hours
or months data is stored or the time regarding the application
lifecycle: until the application is closed, until the application is
stopped, until the application is uninstalled. All personal data
available during the deinstallation of the application is deleted
regardless of defined period, as it cannot exceed the application
lifetime.

Each rule should be explicitly asked of the user to be
assigned. Thus each rule has a State: granted or revoked. To
respect the Privacy by Default notion the default State of the
permission in installed applications is Revoked. We propose
to define the State as follows:

∀rule ∈ Rapp, ∀t ∈ ]0, T ]

State(rule, t) =
{
Granted, user accepts the rule

Revoked, user declines the rule
(8)

∀rule ∈ Rapp, State(rule, 0) = Revoked (9)

The State of a rule r1 ∈ Rapp changes over the application
lifetime. The diagram in Figure 1 shows an example of the
state modification.

A given user should be informed about the use of the
permission: the rule should be defined and displayed for
each o ∈ Object. The Figure 2 shows the recapitulative
schema of the rule definition.

Figure 2. Activity diagram for the rule definition

Figure 3. Sequence diagram: first use of one permission

Users should be able to grant or revoke the displayed
permission. Finally, user should dispose the settings with all
rule ∈ Rapp to be able to Grant or to Revoke individual
permissions in later use.

The sequence diagram in Figure 3 shows the pattern in
action when the permission is used for the first time.

Thus, we obtain the pattern the developer can follow to
design the permission system. The developer should define
the permission for all personal data (Object) used in the
application (Subject).

The permission (rule) is stored inside the application with
its current State. The default State is Revoked. Developers
should verify that the permission is displayed and requested
at least once and that it is available in settings for modifica-
tion. The simple privacy policy can be generated from the list
of defined rules and added to the store.

IV. APPLICATION

In this section, we propose an example of permission
system made for the application of trust evaluation of friends
on social networks named Socializer 1.0 [28]. We choose this
application because its service is based on private information
and cannot be anonymous, the PbD notion should be integrated
into this application. This application needs user friend lists of
different social networks (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn) and the
contact list to view friends and common friends to calculate
the overlap of friends in different social networks and contact
list and to evaluate the trust of Facebook friends.

Contact list is found on the smartphone, therefore the
application needs an Access right.

r1 = (s, (Access,Pr1), ContactList) (10)

where s is a Subject defined as the application Socializer
1.0; Pr1 is a purpose defined as a set of p1, p2 and p3: Pr1 =
{p1, p2, p3}; p1= view the list of contacts on the screen; p2=
calculate the overlap; p3= calculate the trust.

Social networking friends lists should usually be retrieved
from the server of a given social network thereby the load
and store actions should be defined. The Facebook friends list
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with the contact list is essential to assure the overlap and trust
functionality.

r2 = (s, (Load,Pr2), FacebookFriendList) (11)

r3 = (s, (Store,Pr2, t1), FacebookFriendList) (12)
where t1 is a storage time defined as: while the application

is installed; Pr2 is a purpose defined as a set of p2, p3 and p4:
Pr1 = {p2, p3, p4}; p4= view the Facebook friend list on the
screen.

For each Facebook friend, the list of common friends with
the user is necessary for trust calculation.

r4 = (s, (Load, p3),

FacebookCommonFriendLists) (13)
A list of friends from other social networks improves the

scores of overlap and trust.

r5 = (s, (Load,Pr5), TwitterFriendList) (14)

r6 = (s, (Store,Pr5, t1), TwitterFriendList) (15)

where Pr5 is a purpose defined as a set of p5 and p6:
Pr5 = {p5, p6}; p5= view the Twitter friend list on the screen;
p6= improve the overlap and trust score with Twitter friends;

r7 = (s, (Load,Pr7), LinkedInFriendList) (16)

r8 = (s, (Store,Pr7, t2), LinkedInFriendList) (17)

where Pr7 is a purpose defined as a set of p6 and p7:
Pr7 = {p6′ , p7}; p6′= improve the overlap and trust score
with LinkedIn friends; p7= view the LinkedIn friend list on
the screen.

The second functionality of the application is to evaluate
the behaviour of Facebook and Twitter friends to indicate
potentially dangerous contacts. The behaviour evaluation is
calculated by analysing the messages published by the given
friend over time. The application needs a permission to load
messages.

r9 = (s, (Load, p8), TwitterFriendMessages) (18)

where p8 is a purpose defined as ’calculate the Twitter
friends behavior’.

r10 = (s, (Load, p9), FacebookFriendMessages) (19)

where p9 is a purpose defined as ’calculate the Facebook
friends behaviour’.

The third functionality proposes to view today Facebook
and Twitter messages on the screen for the user.

r11 = (s, (Store, p10, t2),

T odayTwitterFriendMessages) (20)

where p10 is a purpose defined as ’view today Twitter
messages’; t2 is a storage time defined as: one day.

r12 = (s, (Store, p11, t2),

T odayFacebookFriendMessages) (21)

where p11 is a purpose defined as ’view today Facebook
messages’.

The user has the option to share the scores by posting
new messages on Facebook and Twitter. The user can also
contribute to the research by sending the trust and behaviour

anonymized statistics to the developer. Those actions should
be taken with the user’s express consent.

r13 = (s, (Transfer, p12),

FacebookFriendTrustScore) (22)

where p12 is a purpose defined as ’share results on Face-
book’.

r14 = (s, (Transfer, p13),

FacebookFriendTrustScore) (23)

where p13 is a purpose defined as ’share results on Twitter’.

r15 = (s, (Transfer, p14), T rustAndBehavior) (24)

where p14 is a purpose defined as ’contribute to the
improvement of the methodology’.

The final application has 15 rules that should be accepted
by the user.

Rapp = {r1, r2, r3, · · · , r14, r15} (25)

The rules r1, r2, r3 and r4 have a common purpose, all
rules should be accepted to achieve the functionality mentioned
in the purpose: ’calculate the trust’. Similarly, r5 should be
grouped with r6 and r7 with r8. The rules from r9 to r15 should
be accepted one by one to achieve the aforementioned purpose
(to get the functionality). Finally, we obtain 10 permissions to
be added to the application to propose control to the user. The
Table II recapitulates permissions.

To compare with actual permission systems, (a) iOS
requires contact list, Facebook and Twitter access permis-
sions. (b) Android requires ’internet’, ’read contacts’ and
’get accounts’ access permissions. Facebook and Twitter con-
nections are managed with APIs that requires permissions to
be declared on the platform but the permission management
will not be available for users in the mobile application by
default. iOS permissions give certain transparency to the user
but Android permissions are vague.

We obtained more fine-grained control of the application
and the data including permissions to all necessary personal
data, actions carried out on this data and corresponding pur-
poses. The recapitulation table (Table II) clearly shows what
data are used for what purpose. This kind of table can be added
to the privacy policy to improve transparency.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We modelled a permission system for mobile application
regarding Privacy by Design. This permission system is data-
oriented, thus the final user can easily understand what per-
sonal data is involved. We include the action that is missing
from current iOS and Android permission systems, such as
load and transfer, that improves transparency of the application.

The novelty is to include the purpose of the data usage
into the permission system. The clear purpose will help users
to understand better why the data is used and to judge whether
this permission is needed. Purpose in permission also forces
developers to apply the minimization principle: a developer
cannot use the data if he cannot define the clear purpose of
usage. The compulsory purpose definition should help guard
against the abusive permission declaration ’in case’. Finally,
purpose gives the user more fine-grained control, as the same
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TABLE II
TABLE RECAPITULATING PERMISSIONS NEEDED FOR THE APPLICATION

(LAST COLUMN IS A PERMISSION NUMBER)

Object Action Purpose #
Contacts list Load View; Calculate

Overlap and
Trust

1Facebook friends
list

Load;
Store

Facebook
common friends Load

Twitter friends
list Load;

Store

View; Improve
Overlap and
Trust

2

LinkedIn friends
list

View; Improve
Overlap and
Trust

3

Twitter messages Load
Tw. friends
behaviour 4

Facebook
messages

Fb. friends
behaviour 5

Today Tw.
messages Store

View Tw.
messages 6

Today Fb.
messages

View Fb.
messages 7

Trust score Transfer
Publish to
Twitter 8

Publish to
Facebook 9

Trust and
behaviour Transfer Contribute to

research 10

data can be allowed to be used for one functionality but
not for another. It is important for our system to integrate
clear purpose and not a vague explanation (e.g., ’measure the
frequency of application utilization’ instead of ’improve user
experience’).

PbD states that the user should have a control over his data
and be Privacy by Default, therefore permissions used in the
application are revoked by default. Users should be clearly
informed and asked to grant permission. Moreover, users
should keep control of permissions during all the application
use-time, therefore the permission setting must be available.

Our permission system helps developers to be compliant
with the law; it defines what permissions the developer should
add to the application, but in the current state it cannot ensure
that all necessary permissions are really added. Our pattern
indicates to the developer what should be added to the appli-
cation to be more transparent, but if he decides to transfer data
without asking permission, the pattern allows this (even if it
goes against European law). The generated privacy policy can
give the first indication permitting evaluation if the data usage
is reasonable and the purpose is clear. Manual verification of
an application can show the anomaly in permission system
usage.

We aim to build a framework for the automatic manage-
ment of a new permission system to simplify the developers
work. We target the Android system first as it is more crucial
due to the more open communication and data sharing and the
vagueness of the current permission system.

The impact of new privacy-respective permission systems

on users and developers could be measured by conducting the
real-life experience. We aim to measure the impact of integra-
tion of the new permission system on design and development
time, as well as particular situations and difficulties in applying
the pattern. We also aim to evaluate user perceptions. We have
an additional hypothesis that the explicative application with
high transparency improves the user experience and leads to
more positive perception of the same application, therefore the
use of our permission system gives benefits to the application
owner.

This work can be continued by developing an enforcement
system automatically verifying whether all necessary permis-
sions are properly defined. Many works propose systems mon-
itoring mobile data flow, therefore the permission verification
system can be based on one of the already proposed systems.
Another important aspect for the developer is to be able to
prove the application is compliant with the law. The system
generating on-demand reports on the data, including the private
data usage, can be developed.
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